How against HIV - using immunology or genetic engineering.
How against HIV - using Immunology or Genetic Engineering represents a thinking about the way how to overarch the HIV virus. Namely, by the combination of Immunological and the methods of Genetic Engineering, we could create a new nonreproducible virus which would be a competitor to real HIV for CD4 receptors. Competitors, by their affinity, would be acting in order to engage the CD4 receptors, making them nonaccessible for real HIV. But, at the same time, competitors, by their size, would be just physically covering a small deal of CD4 receptors. That way these free CD4 receptors would also be nonaccessible for real HIV, but accessible for immunomolecules, like, for an example MHC II is. That way the physiological role of CD4 receptors in immunological reactions, would be saved, and that fact would help us in our intention to expel the provirus integrated in its host CD4 lymphocite, by already known immunological mechanisms. Out of the host cell (CD4 Lymphocite) the HIV virus is very responsive for our Immune System and it would be destroyed.